On-Demand Training Course Catalog

Fundamentals

- **Concept Courses**
- **PROFESSIONAL TRAINING**
- **On-Demand Training**

**PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS**
Make sure your team has the tools – and skills – it needs to succeed.

**Professional training can help you improve performance, increase productivity, and enhance the quality of your projects.**

**Learn how to improve performance and enhance the quality of your projects.**

**Optimize**

- **Profile and Optimize Unity Applications**
- **Profile and Optimize Android Applications with Android**
- **Optimize Memory and Asset Management in Unity**
- **Optimizing with the Pixyz Plugin**

**DEVELOPMENT TOOLS**

- **Optimize with Visual Scripting**
- **Create Interactions with Visual Scripting**

**MEMORY AND ASSET MANAGEMENT**

- **Optimize Memory and Asset Management in Unity**
- **Efficient Memory Usage in Unity**
- **Load and Unload Assets in Unity**

**RENDERING**

- **Create Real-Time Visualizations with Unity Reflect and Unity Pro**
- **Create Real-Time Visualizations with **
- **Create Interactions with Visual Scripting**

**INTERACTIVE USER INTERFACE**

- **Develop Interactive User Interfaces in Unity**
- **Develop 3D Mobile Games in Unity**
- **Develop Interactive User Interfaces in Unity**

**ANIMATION**

- **Learn the fundamentals of creating choreographed Timeline**
- **Build Interactivity with Timeline**
- **Interactions in Unity**

**SCRIPTING**

- **Get Started with C# in Unity**
- **Get Started with C# in Unity**
- **Program Interactions with C# Scripting in Unity**

**TEXTURE MANAGEMENT**

- **AxF Data Import to Unity**
- **AxF Data Import to Unity**
- **AxF Data Import to Unity**

**3D ART**

- **Explore Special Topics in 3D Art in Unity**
- **Explore Special Topics in 3D Art in Unity**
- **Explore Special Topics in 3D Art in Unity**

**MOBILE APPLICATIONS**

- **Mobile Application Development**
- **Mobile Application Development**
- **Mobile Application Development**

**CLOUD AND SERVER**

- **Cloud Save**
- **Cloud Save**
- **Cloud Save**

**DOCUMENTATION AND MANAGEMENT**

- **Search and Find LogFiles**
- **Search and Find LogFiles**
- **Search and Find LogFiles**

**PROFESSIONAL TRAINING**

- **Unity Certified Associate: Artist Exam**
- **Unity Certified Associate: Artist Exam**
- **Unity Certified Associate: Artist Exam**